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ABSTRGT 
Let C be an n X n circulant Boolean matrix. If C is primitive, we prove that its 
exponent y(C) = n - 1 or y(C) <[n /2] and list all C with y(C) = II - 1 or [n/21 
when n > 9. In the general case, we express the period of C explicitly and show that 
the index of convergence of C equals the exponent of a related primitive circulant 
Boolean matrix and that the index of maximum density of C equals the index of 
convergence of C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Boolean matrix is a matrix over the binary Boolean algebra {O, 1). Let A 
be an n X n Boolean matrix. Then A is reducible if there exists a permuta- 
tion matrix Q such that 
where 0 is the zero matrix, and B and D are square (nonvacuous) matrices. 
A is irreducible if it is not reducible. 
For an n X n Boolean matrix A, the behavior of sequence A, A”, A”, . 
mainly depends on two parameters: p = p(A) (the period of A), and k = k(A) 
(the index of convergence of A). Here p is the least positive integer such 
th.lt A’+” = A’ for all sufficiently large I, and k is the least value of 2 for 
which A’+(’ = A’ holds. If A is irreducible, n > 1, and p(A) = 1, we call A 
primitive, and the index k(A) is called the exponent (or index) of primitivity 
(or briefly “exponent of A”) and denoted by y(A). It is well known that A is 
primitive if and only if there exists a positive integer k such that A’ = J, 
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where J is the matrix in which all patterns arc ones. The index of maximum 
density of A is defined as the least positive integer h = h(A) such that the 
number of ones in A” is maximized in all powers of A. The largest number of 
ones in all powers of A is called the maximum density of A and denoted by 
j&4). 
Let 
‘0 1 0 ... o\ 
0 0 1 ... 0 
p= : : : . . : 
0 0 (j ..: ; 
\l 0 0 ... Oj,lX,, 
It is clear that the period of P is n. A circulant Boolean matrix is a Boolean 
matrix of the form C = P’I + P’1 + 1 . . + I”’ (0 < i, < i, < . . . < i, < n). For 
convenience, we denote it by C( i 1, i,, . , i ,; n ). We also define P0 = E, 
where E is the unit matrix of order n. The set of all circulants of order n 
forms a multiplicative commutative semigroup C,, with (C,,( = 2”. 
In 1974, K. H. Kim-Butler, J. R. K&ill [3], and 5. Schwarz [4] investi- 
gated the semigroup C,,. Let C = C( i ,, i2, . , i,; n); they obtained that C is 
irreducible iff gcd( i,, i,, . . , i,, n) = 1; C is primitive iff 1 > 2 and gcd(i, - 
i ,)...) i,- i,, n) = 1; and if C is primitive, then the exponent y(C) < n - 1. 
Since WC: c:m easily deal with the circulant C( i,; n), in this paper WC shall 
investigate the circulant C = C(i,, i,, . , i,; n) with I >/ 2. Let tl = 
gcd(i,,i, ,..., i,,n) and q = gcd(i, - i ,,..., i, - i,,n); we show that the pe- 
riod of C equals q / rl. If C is a primitive circulant Boolean matrix, we prove 
that the exponent y(C) = n - 1 or y(C) f [n /2] and list all C with y(C) = 
n - 1 or [n /2] when n > 9. Further, in the general case, we prove that the 
index of convergence of C satisfies k(C) = 11 /q - 1 or k(C) < n /2q, ancl 
the maximum density w(C) = n’/q. We also show that the index of conver- 
gence of C equals the exponent of a related primitive circulant Boolean 
matrix, and the index of maximum density of C equals the index of 
convergence of C. 
2. A NEW RESULT ON THE EXPONENTS OF PRIMITIVE 
CIRCULANT BOOLEAN MATRICES 
In this section, we will prove our main result. 
TIIICOIW\I 2.1. The exponent of an II X n privnitice circuht Boolean 
m&ix C sutisfies y(C) = v2 - 1 or y(C) < [n /2]. 
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We use the following lemmas to prove Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. The circulunt C = C( i,, i,, . , i,; n) is irreducible i.. 
gcd(i,, i, ,..., i[,n) = 1; C is primitive iff 13 2 und gcd(i, - i,, . . ., i, - i,, n) 
= 1. If C is primitive, then the exponent y(C) < n - 1. 
This lemma is due to K. H. Kim-Butler, J. R. Krabill [3], and 5. Schwarz 
[4]; we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that j,, j,, . , j,, n are positive integers and sati& 
gcd(j,,j,,...,n)= 1. Then {Ci=,k,j, ICf_,k, ,< n -1, ki nonnegutice inte- 
gers, i = 1,2,. . , 1) = {0, 1,. . , n - I} (mod n). 
Proof. Let C = E + Pjl + P-j2 + . . . + Pjl. By Lemma 2.2, we know C 
is primitive and y(C) < 11 - 1. This means C”-’ = (E + P.‘l + P-j? + . . . 
+ pjl)ti-l =J=E+p+ . . . +prL-L. That is, {Cf,,k,j,lC~,,k, < n -1, 
ki is a nonnegative integer, i = 1,2,. , I} = (0, 1,2,. . , n - 1) (mod n). n 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that C = C(0, j,, j,, . . , j,; n>, 1 a 2, d 
,gcd(j,,j,,...,i,,n)=l. LetcZ,=gcd(j,,n), i=1,2,...,1. Then ~(C)<n/d; 
+ct,-2, i=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Proof. From d, = gcd(j,,n), gcd(j,, j,,...,il,n)= 1, we know that 
gcd(j,,j,,..., jr,d,)= 1 and gcd(j, /cl,,n/d,>= 1. By using Lemma 2.3, 
we obtain {k, j, + . . . + k, j, (Xf=,ki < d, - 1, ki is a nonnegative integer, 
i=2 ,..., 1}=(0,1,2 ,..., d,-1) (mod d,) and (k,j,(k,<n/d,-1, k, is 
nonnegative integer) = (0, d,,2d,, . . ,(n /rl, - l)cl,) (mod n>. 
Therefore, {C!=,k,j,IC~,,k,<d, -1, k, <n/d,-1, k, is a nonnega- 
tive integer, i = 1,2,. , Z} 5 (0, I,. . , cl, - 1, ‘E,, . . ,2cZ, - 1,2d,,2d, + 1, 
. . . . (~~/cl,-l)cl,,(n/d,-l)cl,+l,..., (n/cl,-l)cl,+(Z,-l}E{O,1,2 ,..., 
n - 1) (mod n). This implies C,1/1/,+(!,-2 = (E + p.‘, + p.12 + . . . 
+ P.jl) “d’+r’1-2 = E + P + . . + P”-’ = J, Hence y(C)< n/cl, + d, -2. 
As above, we have y(C),< n/J, + di -2, i = 2 ,..., 1. 
This proves Lemma 2.4. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose C = C(0, a, b; n). If u, b, n satisfy gcd(u, n> = 1 or 
gcd(b, n> = 1, then y(C) <[n /2]. 
Proof. If n = 3, then C = J, y(C) = [n /2] = 1, and the lemma is true. In 
the following proof, we assume n > 4. If gcd(u,n)= 1, then there exists an 
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integer k satisfying 2 < k <[n/z] or -[n/2]<k<-11, such that 1, 
ku (mod n). 
Case 1. Suppose that 2 < k <[n/2] holds. Let n = yk + r, where y = 
[n/k]> 0 <r,<k-1; then {a,2a ,..., (k -l)u,l~,b+a ,..., b+(k -l)a, 
21, ,..., ql?,qb+a ,..., qb+ra)~{a,2a,3u ,..., nul~{O,1,2,...,n-l} (mod n). 
It fol]ows that C”+~-‘=(E+P”+P”)“+“-“=E+P+ . . . + p”-‘=J. 
Thusy(C)~(I+k-2=[n/k]+k-2fn/k+k-2.Frolntheproperties 
of the function f(x) = n /x + s - 2, we have f(x) < f(2) < n/2, where 
x E [2, n /2]. Therefore -y(C) < [n /2]. 
Case 2. Suppose that -[n /2] < k < - 1 holds. Let I?‘= (k - l)a; then 
C = E + P” + P” = P”(E + P-” + P”‘). We let - n = q(k - l)- r, where 
y = 
[ 1 -(L-1) ’ O<r<-k; 
then {-a,-2a ,..., ku,b’,b’-a ,..., b’+ka,21>‘,..., qb’-u ,..., yb’-ra}= 
{-(1, -2u,..., ka,(k -l)a,(k -2)~ ,..., -(n-lb, - na}=(0,1,2 ,..., n- 




-(k -I)-2 < -(L-1) -(k -l)-2. 
As in case 1, from the properties of the function f(x) = n/s + x - 2, we 
have [f(x)] G f([n /2] + 1) < [n /2l+ 1, where x E [2, [n /2] f 11. Since 
-[n/2]<k<-l,thus2<-(k-l)<[n/2]+1.Hence y(C)<[n/2]. 
If gcd(l?, n) = 1, th en as above, we have r(C) < [n /2]. 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is completed. a 
LEblhlA 2.6. Suppose C = C(0, u; n), gcd(u, n) = 1. when ?(c) = n - 1. 
Pro(jf, Since C”-’ = E + p’ + p2’ + . . . + p(“-‘)” - E + p + p’ 
+ . . . + P”-’ = J, for any positive integer m, 16 m < n - 1, we have C”’ = 
E + PC1 + p20 + . . . + pl,lcl # J. Therefore y(C) = n - 1. n 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 as follows: 
Proof. Suppose C=C(i,,i,,...,il;n) is primitive. Let i,-i,=j,, 
*3 - 21 ’ = j,3,. . , i, - i, = j,. Then C = P’l(E + P.11 + . . . + Pj’) and 
gcd(j,,j, ,..., j,,n)=l. 
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Case 1. 12 3. If d’ = maxp ~ i ~ I gcd( ji, n) > 2, obviously d’ < n /2. By 
using Lemma 2.4, we have y(C) < n/d’+ d’-2 Q n /2, i.e., y(C) < [n /2l. 
If d’= max. 2 ~ i ( I gcd( ji, n> = I, we let C’ = E + PJ’p + Pja; by using Lemma 
2.5, we obtain y(C) Q y(C’) ,< [n /2]. So we always have y(C) < [n /2]. 
Case 2. I = 2. Then C = P’$E + Pjp), and gcd(j,,n)= 1. By using 
Lemma 2.6, we have y(C) = n - 1. 
From the above, we have r(C) = n - 1 or y(C) Q [n /2]. n 
By the process of the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can immediately charac- 
terize all n x n primitive circulant Boolean matrices with the largest expo- 
nent n - 1. We express this as follows: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let C be an order n ( > 1) primitive circulant Boolean 
matrix. Then y(C) = n - 1 ijf C = C(i,, i,; n) and gcd(i, - ii, n) = 1. 
3. THE PRIMITIVE CIRCULANT BOOLEAN 
MATRICES WITH EXPONENT [n /2] 
From Section 2, we know the value of the next to largest exponent of 
n X n primitive circulants is [n /2]. In this section, we will list all n X n 
primitive circulant Boolean matrices with exponent [n /2]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be an order n ( > 9) primitive circulant Boolean 
matrix. Then y(C) = [n /21 if and only if C is one of the following matrices: 
P”(E + P” + P’“), O<s<n, gcd(a, n) = 1; 
P”(E + P” + P([“/“]+‘)“), 0 < s < n, gcd(a, n) = 1; 
p”( E + p” + p(n/%), n=O(mod 21, O<s<n, gcd(a, n> = 1; 
P‘(E + P” + P”“), n=2(mod 4, Ods<n, gcd(a,n)=2. 
Proof. Let C = P”( E + Pjl + Pje + . . . + P-j/) be order n ( > 9) primi- 
tive circulant with exponent [n/2]. From Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.7, we 
have I> 2. We divide the proof into two cases as follows. 
Case 1. mini G i d [ g&jj, n) = 1. We assume gcd(j,, n) = 1 without loss 
of generality. Then there exists an integer ki satisfying 2 d ki Q [n /2] or 
-[n /2] < ki < - 1, such that ji = ki j, (mod n>, i = 2,3,. . . , 1. Hence C = 
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P”(E + pjl + phi, + . . . + pkdl). Let c, = E + p.11 + p”,.jl 
Then y(C) < r(C,). By Lemma 2.5, if 2 < k: 5 [n /2], we have’ 




According to the properties of the fbnction f(x) = n /x + x - 2, from (l), we 
have k, = 2 or kj =[n/2]; from (2), we have ki = - 1 or ki = -[n/2] or 
ki = -[n/2]+ 1. Therefore, there remain the cases C = P”( E + P.‘l + Pk~.il 
+ . . * + P’/jl), where ki ~(2, - l,[n/21, -[n/21, -[n/2]+ 11, i = 
2,3,. , 1. 
We prove 2 = 2 as follows. Let 
A, = E + PJI + p”.‘l + p-JI, 
A, = E + pjt + p’.il + pl~~/QI 
A, = E + pjl + p”.iI + p-LrzPl.i~, 
A, = E + pji + p-j1 + P[,,/~IJI 
A, = E + pjf + p-j’ + p-Itz/Wi, 
~~ = E + p.jl + p-j] + p(-[nPl+l).it, 
A, = E + pjl + p[l~Pli, + p-Ill/WI 
(n odd), 
A, = E + p-i) + pL~lP1.i~ + pC-I~~/~l+l).i,, 
y(h) = ?(A,), 
r(a,)s[ [n’;+2]+L y(A,)G [ ?1/2] - 1 (rt Odd)) 
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By direct calculation, we get (using Lemma 2.3) 
64,bdn/31+L y(A,) < [n /41 f 1, &4,)~[~/41+L 
~(Au)d~/21-1 [in particular, when 71 is even, y(A,) = II /2 - l], 
~(4,,)&/21-1. 
If 1> 3, then {k,, k,, . , k,} contains at least two different module n ele- 
ments of the set 12, - l,[n /2], - [rz /2], -[n /2] + 1); this implies there 
exists a certain A, (1~ t < 10) such that y(C) G ?(A,) <[n/2]- 1. This 
contradicts our hypothesis. Therefore 1= 2 holds. We have C = P”( E + P’I 
+ Pks’l), k,e{2, -l,[n/21, -[n/21, -[n/21+1]. 
When n is even, then -[n/2]~[n/2]rn/2 (mod n>, -[n/23+1% 
n /2 + 1 (mod n). We can easily calculate that y(C) = n /2 for C = P”( E f 
Pjl + Pkpjl), where k, E (2, - 1, n/2, n /2 + l}. Since P”(E + PJl + P-j]) = 
P‘-jl(E + Pjl + P”jl), we conclude that C must be one of the following 
forms: P”(E + P” + Pa”), P”(E + P” + Pot/%), P‘(E + P” + P(n/~+i)[~), 
where 0 < s < n, gcd(a, n) = 1. 
When n is odd, by direct calculations, there are only C = P,‘(E + Pjl + 
P”jl) and C = P”( E + Pjl + P([“‘/‘]+‘)jl) such that y(C) = [ n /2]. That is, 
y(C)=[n/21 iff C .. IS one of the forms P‘(E + P” + P”‘), P”( E + P” + 
Pc1’1/2]+1)rr), where 0 < s < n, gcd(a, n) = 1. 
Case 2. minrGiGIgcd(j,,n)>2. Let d,=gcd(j,,n), i=I,2 ,..., 1. 
Then 2 < di < n/2, di I n. By Lemma 2.5, we have y(C) < n/d, + di -2, 
that is, [n /2] < n /dj + di - 2. It follows that n must be even, and d, = 2 or 
ji= di= n/2 for each di. Since gcd(j,,j,,...,i,,n)=I, obviously all d, 
cannot be the same; there must exist a certain ji such that ji = n /2, and 
gcd(n/2 2) = 1. We assume j - n 
C = P”(i + p /‘ + pJt + pj2 f- I2 wi h 
t out loss of generality. Therefore 
n2 
. . . + PjJ-1) and gcd(j,, n) = 2, i = 1,2,. . , 
I- 1. If I > 3, we let C’= C(O,j,, j,, n /2; n); then y(C) G r(C). Moreover, 
we let A = C(O,j,, j,; n). By using Lemma 4.1 of the next section, we have 
k(A) = k(A’), where A’ = C(0, j, /2, j, /2; n /2) is a primitive circulant 
matrix. From Lemma 2.5, we obtain k(A’) = y(A) <[n /4]. Therefore At”“iJ 
= E + P” + P4 + . . . + P”-‘; it follows that Ar7L/41(E + P”/‘)= E + P + 
p’+ . . . + p”-1 = I. Thus ((7)[n/41+1 =(E + pnjz + pjl + pj,)[“/‘](E + 
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I”‘/’ + Pjl + Pj2) = J. This implies y(C) < r(C) ([n /4] + 1, which contra- 
dicts the hypothesis. Therefore C must be of the form P”(E + P”/’ + P”), 
where n E 2 (mod 4), 0 < s < n, gcd(a, n> = 2. Conversely, we can prove 
-y(C) = n /2 by direct calculation, where C = P’( E + P”‘” + P”) and n = 2 
(mod 41, 0 < s < n, gcd(a, n> = 2. 
This proves Theorem 3.1. n 
4. THE PERIOD AND THE INDEX OF CONVERGENCE OF 
A GENERAL CIRCULANT BOOLEAN MATRIX 
In this section, we will express the period of a general circulant Boolean 
matrix explicitly and show that the index of convergence of a circulant 
Boolean matrix equals the exponent of a related primitive circulant Boolean 
matrix. 
First we give the normal form of a general circulant Boolean matrix. 
LEMMA 4.1. LktC=C(i,,i, ,..., i,; n) and d = gcd(i,,i, ,..., i,, n>. Then 
there exists u permutution matrix Q such that 
Q’CQ = C,eC,@ ‘. . @Cc,, 
where C, = C, = ’ . . = C,, = C(i, /d,i, /d ,..., i,/d; n/d) is irreducible. 
Proof. Assume n = n’d, i, = i;d ,..., i, = ijd. We note that the order n’ 
principal submatrix which is composed of n’ rows and n’ columns indexed by 
j,d+ j,2d+j ,..., (n’-l)d+j is the circulant C(i;,ih,...,i;;n’), for each 
j=1,2 , . . . , d. We choose an n X n permutation matrix Q such that CQ can 
change the column index sequence of C into the sequence 1, d + 1, 
2d+l,..., (n’-l)d+l;...;j,d+j,2d+j ,..., (n’-l)d+j;...;d,d+d,2d+d, 
. . ..(n’-l)d + d. Then 
Q’CQ = C,fBC,cB . . . @Cc,, 
where C,=C,= ... =C,=C(i;,ii ,..., ii;n’). Since gcd(i;,ii ,..., ii,n’>= 
1, Lemma 2.2 implies that C( ii, ii,. . , ii; n’) is irreducible. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is completed. n 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that C = C(i,,i,,. , ., it; n) is irreducible. Let q = 
gcd(i, - ii,..., i, - i,, n). Then the period p(C) = q, and the index of conver- 
gence k(C) = y(C,), where C, = C(0, m2, m3,. . , m,; n,) is primitive circu- 
lant, m2 = (i, - i,)/q, m3 = (i3 - i,)/y ,..., m, =(i, - i,)/q, n, = n/q. 
Proof. Let m2 = (i, - i,)/q, m3 = (i, - ill/q,. . ., ml = (i, - il)/y, 
nl = n/q. Then C = Pil(E + P’nzQ + P”a?S + . . . + p’n/Y) and 
gcd(m,,m,,..., ml, n,) = 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, we know C, = 
C(0, m2, m3,. . . , ml; n,) is an order nl primitive matrix. From the definition 
of exponent of a primitive matrix, we know y(C,) is the least positive integer 
k such that Cf = C(O,1,2,. . . , n, - 1; n,). Hence Cy(‘l) = P”(E + Pff + Pa” 
+ *.* +P (R1-l)Y), where s E (O,l,. . ., n -l} and y(C,) is the least positive 
integer k such that Ck has the form P’(E + P + P”” + * * * + P(‘Q-‘)(l), 
where t E{O,l,2 ,..., n - 1). It is easy to see U’(‘l)+Y = P”(E + PI’ + * . . 
+ p(nl-1)9)pi19(E + p’“29 + . . . + pw9)9 = p‘(E + p9 + . . . + p(n~-lh) = 
Cy(cl), since for any positive integer k > y(C,), Ck has the form P’(E + P” 
. . . + P(nl-l)q), where t E {0,1,2,. . . , n - 1). Then y(C,) is the index of 
c&vergence of C, i.e., k(C) = y(C,). 
We assert that gcd(i,,q)= 1. If not, we have gcd(i,, y) = d, > 1. 
From i, - i, = m,q, i, -i, = m,q,. .., i, -i, = m,q, n = n,q, we obtain 
that gcd(i,,i,,..., i,,n) > d, > 1. It follows that C is reducible, which 
contradicts the hypothesis. For any positive integer q’, 1 Q q’ < q, we 
have cY(C,)+Y'= P"(E + p* + . . . + p(“,-l)~/)pi,r/‘(E + pnr2’, 
+ . . . + p~nN)‘~‘= ps(pi~Y’+ p~/+id+ . . . + p(n~-l)9+i19'). From gcd(i,,y) 
= 1, it is obvious that CY(c1)+9'f P"(E + p9 + . . . + p(r'1-1)9)= CY(~I). It 
follows that p(C)=q=gcd(i,-i,,...,it-i,,n). 
This proves Lemma 4.2. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C=C(i,,i, ,..., it;n), d=gcd(i,,i, ,..., i,,n), and 
y = gcd(i, - ii,. . . , i, - i,, n). Then the period p(C) = q/d, and the index of 
convergence k(C) = y(C,), where C, = C(O,(i, - i,>/q,(i, - il)/q,. . , 
(i, - ill/q; n/q) is primitive. 
Proof. Let C = C(i,,i, ,..., i,;n), d= gcd(i,,i, ,..., i[,n), and Q = 
gcd(i, - ii,. . . , i, - i,, n). By Lemma 4.1, the period and the index of conver- 
gence of C are the period and the index of convergence of the irreducible 
circulant C(i,/d,...,i,/d;n/d), respectively. By using Lemma 4.2, we 
have p(C) = y/d and k(C) = y(C,), where C, = C(0, (i, - i,>/y, 
(i3 - il)/q,. . ,(i, - il)/y; n/q) is primitive circulant. 
This proves Theorem 4.3. n 
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Theorem 4.3 tells us that when we investigate the index of convcrgcncc 
of a general circulant, wc need only investigate the exponent of a related 
primitive circulant. 
TII~:OIW~~ 4.4. Let C = C(i,, i,, . .) i,; II) d q = gdi, - i,, , 
i/ - i,, n). Thn we hacc the index of concergmw k(C) = II /(I - 1 or k(C) < 
[n /2q]. Thus k(C) < 11 - 1. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.3, we know k(C) = y(C,) where C, = 
C(O,(i, - i,)/y,(i,3 - i,>/q,...,(il - i,)/q; n/q) is primitive circulant. By 
using Theorem 2.1, we obtain that k(C) = y(C,) = n/q - 1 or k(C) = y(C,) 
<[n/2ql. n 
C~)IIOLI.AKY 4.5. If the in&s of concergence of (1 circulunt Boolean 
matrix C satisfies k(C) = n - 1 or k(C) = [ n /2], th C is primitice. 
A-oc?f. Since k(C) = n - 1 or k(C) = [n /2] holds by Theorem 4.4, we 
have q = 1, i.e., gcd(i, - i,,. ., i, - i,, n) = 1. Therefore C is primitive. n 
WC have characterized all II X II (n > 9) primitive circulant Boolean 
matrices with primitive exponents 11 - 1 and [IT /z]. By Corollary 4.5, we cali 
immediately characterize all n x n 0~ > 9) circulant Boolean matrices with 
convcrgencc indices 11 - 1 aiid [ 11 /Z]. 
5. THE MAXIMUM DENSITY AND THE INDEX OF MAXIMU\I 
DENSITY OF A CIRCULANT BOOLEAN MATRIX 
In this section, we will show the following theorcm. 
TIIEOKEM 5.1. L.et C = C( i ,, i,, , i,; n). Then the tnusimum density is 
p*(C)= n2/q, cd the inch of musiinum rlmsity is h(C)= k(C), uhere 
q=gcd(i,-i ,,..., i,- i,, n), and k(C) is the index of concergence of C. 
Proof. Let d = gcd(i,,i,,. .,i!,n) and q = gcd(i, - i,,. . .,i, - i,,n). 
Then by, Lemma 4.1, there exists an n X n permutation matrix Q such 
that Q’CQ=C,@C,@ .*. @C,,, where C,=C,= ... =C,,= 
C(i,/d,i,/d,...,i,/cl;n/d) is irreducible. From Lemma 4.2, we know 
the period p(C,) = p = q/d. And the index k(C,) is the least positive k 
integer such that k C, has the form P’(E + pt’+ p”t’+ . . . + p(r~/Vl)P) 
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(t E {l, 2,. . .) n/d - 111, which is a circulant Boolean matrix of order n/d. 
Now for any m > k(C,), Cy has the form P”(E + P’ -t P”’ 
. . + Pn/“-‘)~‘) (s E (I,&, . , n/d - I)), which is a circulant Boolean 
Iiairix of order n/d. Therefore h(C) = h(C,) = k(C,)= k(C), and p(C)= 
dpL(C,) = d(n/qXn/d) = n”/y. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is completed. H 
The uuthor wishes to express his app-eciation to his &visor, Professor Li 
Qiao, for his many vuluuble suggestions. 
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